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Jackie Chan The Best Of Inside Kung Fu
Jackie Chan is one of the most popular movie actors in the world, a martial arts expert, and an accomplished stuntman. In Dying for Action the author reveals how he gained
such status and details of his personal life.
Describes the prolific Hong Kong film industry, which has produced action, fantasy, gangster, and horror films, and looks at prominent directors and actors
A behind-the-scenes look at the plots, action sequences, and filming of the three "Rush Hour" movies provides still photographs, production design sketches, costume
designs, and commentaries by the cast and crew.
An action-packed picture book biography about Hollywood actor, stuntman, and beloved superstar Jackie Chan! A great read for Chan fans hoping to share their love of Rush
Hour, Supercop, and Jackie's original brand of martial arts with their ready-to-tumble tyke. Pow! Bam! Wow! Jackie Chan has been making movies and amazing audiences with
his original and comedic stunts for decades. Pow! Bam! Ow! But before he was an international star, Jackie grew up in relative poverty in China, studied martial arts at the
grueling China Drama Academy, and worked for years trying to find his way in film. Pow! Bam! How? Twist, tumble, and train alongside martial arts hero Jackie Chan in this
picture book biography from lauded author Kristen Mai Giang and illustrator and Hong Kong native Alina Chau. Discover how Jackie used his goofball acrobatics to make a
name and a style all his own.
The Life and Films of Jackie Chan
Black Belt
The Nian Monster
Lights, Camera, Action!: The Blockbuster Companion to the Jackie Chan-Chris Tucker Trilogy
Focus On: 100 Most Popular 1990s Action Films
Tong tong! The legendary Nian monster has returned at Chinese New Year. With horns, scales, and wide, wicked jaws, Nian is intent on devouring Shanghai, starting with Xingling! The old tricks to keep him
away don't work on Nian anymore, but Xingling is clever. Will her quick thinking be enough to save the city from the Nian Monster?
Alistair Urquhart was a soldier in the Gordon Highlanders, captured by the Japanese in Singapore. Forced into manual labor as a POW, he survived 750 days in the jungle working as a slave on the notorious
“Death Railway” and building the Bridge on the River Kwai. Subsequently, he moved to work on a Japanese “hellship,” his ship was torpedoed, and nearly everyone on board the ship died. Not Urquhart.
After five days adrift on a raft in the South China Sea, he was rescued by a Japanese whaling ship. His luck would only get worse as he was taken to Japan and forced to work in a mine near Nagasaki. Two
months later, he was just ten miles from ground zero when an atomic bomb was dropped on Nagasaki. In late August 1945, he was freed by the American Navy—a living skeleton—and had his first wash in
three and a half years. This is the extraordinary story of a young man, conscripted at nineteen, who survived not just one, but three encounters with death, any of which should have probably killed him. Silent
for over fifty years, this is Urquhart’s inspirational tale in his own words. It is as moving as any memoir and as exciting as any great war movie.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary (films not included). Pages: 28. Chapters: 1911 (film), Armour of God
(film), Armour of God II: Operation Condor, Chinese Zodiac (film), Dragon Lord, Drunken Master II, Jackie Chan: My Stunts, Miracles (1989 film), Police Story (1985 film), Police Story 2, Project A, Project A
Part II, The Fearless Hyena, The Young Master, Who Am I? (1998 film). Excerpt: Drunken Master II (Chinese: Cantonese Yale: Jui Kuen II) is a 1994 Hong Kong kung fu action film directed by Lau Kar-Leung
and Jackie Chan, who stars as Chinese folk hero, Wong Fei Hung. It was Chan's first traditional style martial arts film since The Young Master (1980) and Dragon Lord (1981). The film was released in North
America as The Legend of Drunken Master in 2000. The film is a follow-up to Chan's 1978 film Drunken Master, directed by Yuen Woo-ping, but not a direct storyline sequel. Another film, Drunken Master 3
(1994, directed by Lau Kar-Leung) features little in common with either this or its predecessor, and is not considered a sequel. In 2005, Drunken Master II was named one of the top 100 best films of all time
by Time magazine. The story begins in presumably early 20th century China at a crowded train station, with Wong Fei Hung (Jackie Chan), his father Dr. Wong Kei Ying (Ti Lung), and the family servant Tso
(Cheung Chi-Gwong), waiting in line. Wong Fei Hung is angry about having to pay a duty on the ginseng that Kei Ying is bringing back for a client. Disobeying his father, Fei Hung hides the ginseng in the
suitcase of an employee of the British consul to avoid the tax When the train makes a stop, Fei Hung and Tso create a diversion to sneak into the first class section (filled with members of the British
Consulate and the British Ambassador) to retrieve the ginseng. However, when Fei Hung gets to the luggage section of the first class, he spots a...
Part of the Bruce Lee's Fighting Method series, this book teaches how to perform jeet kune do's devastating strikes and exploit an opponent's weaknesses with crafty counterattacks like finger jabs and spin
kicks.
Never Grow Up
The Rise (and Falls) of Jackie Chan
Legends of the Martial Arts Masters
These Fists Break Bricks
Who Is Jackie Chan?
Complete, Unabridged Guide to Jackie Chan. Get the information you need--fast! This comprehensive guide offers a thorough view of key knowledge and
detailed insight. It's all you need. Here's part of the content - you would like to know it all? Delve into this book today!..... : The three co-starred
together for the first time in 1983 in Project A, which introduced a dangerous stunt-driven style of martial arts that won it the Best Action Design
Award at the third annual Hong Kong Film Awards. ... In the late 1980s and early 90s, Chan starred in a number of successful sequels beginning with
Police Story 2, which won the award for Best Action Choreography at the 1989 Hong Kong Film Awards. ... On 18 April 2009, during a panel discussion at
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the annual Boao Forum for Asia titled Tapping into Asia's Creative Industry Potential, Chan said . . . in the 10 years after Hong Kong's return to
Chinese rule, I can gradually see, I'm not sure if it's good to have freedom or not. ... In response to the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, Jackie
Chan and fellow Hong Kong-based celebrities, including American rapper Jin, headlined a special three-hour charity concert, titled Artistes 311 Love
Beyond Borders, on 1 April 2011 to help with Japan's disaster recovery effort, where Jackie Chan addressed the victims of the earthquake and tsunami by
saying: You will not be alone, we will be by your side. There is absolutely nothing that isn't thoroughly covered in the book. It is straightforward,
and does an excellent job of explaining all about Jackie Chan in key topics and material. There is no reason to invest in any other materials to learn
about Jackie Chan. You'll understand it all. Inside the Guide: Jackie Chan, Cantopop, California Fitness, Buster Keaton, Bruceploitation, Blooper, Big
and Little Wong Tin Bar, Avenue of Stars, Hong Kong, Ash (band), Artistes 311 Love Beyond Borders, Around the World in 80 Days (video game), Around the
World in 80 Days (2004 film), Arnold Schwarzenegger, Armour of God II: Operation Condor, Armour of God (film), Andy Lau, American Choreography Awards,
All in the Family (film), A Touch of Zen, 9th Hong Kong Film Awards, 5th Hong Kong Film Awards, 2nd Hong Kong Film Awards, 26th Hong Kong Film Awards,
25th Hong Kong Film Awards, 24th Hong Kong Film Awards, 21st Hong Kong Film Awards, 2008 Summer Olympics closing ceremony, 2008 Sichuan earthquake, 19th
Hong Kong Film Awards, 1911 (film), 18th Hong Kong Film Awards, 17th Hong Kong Film Awards, 16th Hong Kong Film Awards, 15th Hong Kong Film Awards, 14th
Hong Kong Film Awards, 13th Hong Kong Film Awards, 12th Hong Kong Film Awards, 11th Hong Kong Film Awards
The electrifying first book from the "Inside Kung-Fu" collection, this volume covers the health, conditioning, and training methods of international
martial arts legend and film superstar Jackie Chan. 150 photos.
Hollywood legend Michael Caine shares wisdom and stories from his remarkable career in this "engrossing" memoir that "shines with positive energy"
(Library Journal, starred review). One of our best-loved actors, Michael Caine has starred in over 100 films in his six-decade career, spanning classic
movies like Alfie, Zulu, and The Italian Job to playing Alfred opposite Christian Bale's Batman in Christopher Nolan's blockbuster Dark Knight trilogy.
Caine has excelled in every kind of role--with a skill that's made it look easy. Caine knows what success takes. He's made it to the pinnacle of his
profession from humble origins. But as he says, "Small parts can lead to big things. And if you keep doing things right, the stars will align when you
least expect it." Still working and more beloved than ever, Caine now shares everything he's learned-and "his fans will be rewarded, as will anyone
seeking an enjoyable, inspirational read" (Library Journal).
Based on the teleplay Tough Break, written by David Slack, this episode finds Jackie faced with Jade's toy GnomeKop, brought to life by the rat
talisman. Includes full-color collectible card.
Dying for Action
I Am Jackie Chan
From Bruce Lee to Jackie Chan-- and More
The Forgotten Highlander
Films Directed by Jackie Chan

“You’ll be hard-pressed to find a Hollywood memoir with this much blood and (broken) bone” (Entertainment Weekly) in this candid, thrilling
autobiography from one of the most recognizable, influential, and beloved cinematic personalities in the world. Everyone knows Jackie Chan.
Whether it’s from Rush Hour, Shanghai Noon, The Karate Kid, or Kung Fu Panda, Jackie is admired by generations of moviegoers for his
acrobatic fighting style, comic timing, and mind-bending stunts. In 2016—after over fifty-five years in the industry, over 200 films, and
many broken bones—he received an honorary Academy Award for his lifetime achievement in film. But Jackie is just getting started. Now, in
Never Grow Up, the global superstar reflects on his early life, including his childhood years at the China Drama Academy (in which he was
enrolled at the age of six), his big breaks (and setbacks) in Hong Kong and Hollywood, his numerous brushes with death (both on and off film
sets), and his life as a husband and father (which has been, admittedly and regrettably, imperfect). In this “impossibly colorful memoir”
(USA TODAY), Jackie applies the same spirit of openness to his “legendary life, with many fascinating stories waiting for you to discover”
(Jet Li), proving time and time again why he’s beloved the world over: he’s honest, funny, kind, brave beyond reckoning and—after all this
time—still young at heart.
Give the gift of Jackie Chan! Featuring the first four titles in our best-selling Jackie Chan Adventures series, the books come in a sturdy,
convenient slipcase at a truly awesome price-you get four books for the price of three!
Create Your Own Scrap Book featuring your number one celebrity... Jackie Chan. There are 100 blank interior pages to paste photos, cut and
paste newspaper clippings, write your own detailed profile of Jackie, his lifestyle, career, and how you feel about him and his films. You
can design and make your book unique to you, making it your own, adding to its content over time as his career grows. You will become an
expert on Jackie Chan, the envy of all your friends... Not only will your scrap book be a fantastic record of Jackie Chan's career, but it
can also be used for multitude of purposes, sketches, notes, recipes, diary, drawings, Valentine's day gifts, art, school projects, Christmas
gifts, writing, ideas, fitness, games, football, autographs, as a comic book, etc, the list is endless. Some facts to get you started: Born
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Chan Kong Sang, but better known as Jackie Chan, on the 7 April 1954, in Victoria Peak, Hong Kong. He is a Chinese Actor, martial artist
(Kung fu-Wing Chun-Karate-Judo- Taekwondo, and Jeet Kune Do), director, producer, screenwriter, action choreographer, singer, stunt director,
and stunt performer. He earned the nicknamed Cannonball, because of his boundless energy. His family Charles Chan, and Lee-Lee Chan,
immigrated to Australia where his father, worked as a cook to the America Embassy. Jackie entered the Chinese Drama Academy, and the Peking
Opera School, and then eventually he went into films. His first breakthrough was the 'Snake in the Eagles Shadow', followed by 'Drunken
Master', 'The fearless Hyena', 'Rush hour', 'The Forbidden Kingdom', to name just a few. You may be surprised to learn that he has also
released 20 albums, and often sings the theme songs to his own films. Jackie also has the letters SBS, MEB, and PMW, after his name. Jackie
has won numerous film awards, far too many to mention here, but among them are: 8th American Choreography Innovator Awards, Asia-Pacific Film
Lifetime Achievement Award, 1993, Asia-Pacific Film Special Jury Award, 2005, Special Award for Global Impact, 2000, Favourite Duo Action/Adventure for 'Rush Hour', 1999, Favourite Action Team for 'Shanghai Noon', 2001, Maverick Spirit Award, 1998, performance in an
animated program for 'Jackie Chan Adventures', 2002, best Asian film for 'Drunken Master ll', 1997, Best Actor for 'Police Story 3', 1992,
Best Actor for 'Crime Story', 1993, Best Actor Choreography for 'Gorgeous', 2000, Best Film for 'Shinjuku Incident', 2010. Links: Twitter:
https: //twitter.com/eyeofjackiechan Facebook: https: //www.facebook.com/jackie/ Google+: https: //plus.google.com/+JackieChan Pinterest:
https: //www.pinterest.com/pin/319051954828969879/ Instagram: https: //www.instagram.com/eyeofjackiechan/ Official Website: http:
//www.jackiechan.com/
When a major Hollywood studio released Five Fingers of Death to thrill-seeking Times Square moviegoers on March 21, 1973, only a handful of
Black and Asian American audience members knew the difference between an Iron Fist and an Eagle's Claw. That changed overnight as kung fu
movies kicked off a craze that would earn millions at the box office, send TV ratings soaring, sell hundreds of thousands of video tapes,
influence the birth of hip hop, reshape the style of action we see in movies today, and introduce America to some of the biggest non-white
stars to ever hit motion picture screens. This lavishly illustrated book tells the bone-blasting, spine-shattering story of how these films
of fury -- spawned in anti-colonial protests on the streets of Hong Kong -- came to America and raised hell for 15 years before greed,
infomercials, and racist fearmongering shut them down. You'll meet Japanese judo coaches battling American wrestlers in backwoods MMA bouts
at county fairs, black teenagers with razor sharp kung fu skills heading to Hong Kong to star in movies shot super fast so they can make it
back to the States in time to start 10th grade, and Puerto Rican karate coaches making their way in this world with nothing but their own two
fists. It's about an 11-year-old boy who not only created the first fan edit but somehow turned it into a worldwide moneymaker, CIA agents
secretly funding a karate movie, the New York Times fabricating a fear campaign about black "karate gangs" out to kill white people, the
history of black martial arts in America ("Why does judo or karate suddenly get so ominous because black men study it?," wondered Malcolm X),
the death of Bruce Lee and the onslaught of imitators that followed, and how a fight that started in Japanese internment camps during World
War II ended in a ninja movie some 40 years later. It's a battle for recognition and respect that started a long, long time ago and continues
today in movies like The Matrix, Kill Bill, and Black Panther and here, for the first time, is the full uncensored story.
Living with Jackie Chan
Big Best Book to Color
The Time-Saver's Workout
Inside the Dragon
Blank Pages for You to Fill

This official companion contains exclusive interviews with Chan and many of his co-stars and colleagues, scores of rare and previously unseen photos,
behind the scenes reports, articles looking at the best of his films, and even an introduction from Jackie himself.
Winner of the 2011 Edgar Award for Best Critical/Biographical Book and Shortlisted for the 2010 National Book Critics Circle Award in Biography: "An
ingenious and absorbing book…It will permanently change the way we tell this troubled yet gripping story." —Jonathan Spence Hailed as “irrepressibly
spirited and entertaining” (Pico Iyer, Time) and “a fascinating cultural survey” (Paul Devlin, Daily Beast), this provocative first biography of Charlie Chan
presents American history in a way that it has never been told before. Yunte Huang ingeniously traces Charlie Chan from his real beginnings as a
bullwhip-wielding detective in territorial Hawaii to his reinvention as a literary sleuth and Hollywood film icon. Huang finally resurrects the “honorable
detective” from the graveyard of detested postmodern symbols and reclaims him as the embodiment of America’s rich cultural diversity. The result is
one of the most critically acclaimed books of the year and a “deeply personal . . . voyage into racial stereotyping and the humanizing force of story
telling” (Donna Seaman, Los Angeles Times).
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Jackie ChanMcGraw-Hill
Whether you're an inspiring black belt or just a fan of martial arts action, you'll enjoy this collection of twenty exciting stories about the great heroes of
the martial arts. The stories include dramatic victories, wily strategies, and triumphs over long odds—from the great Tsukahara Bokuden's cunning
defeat of a troublemaking samurai to Wing Chun's brave self–defense against a brutish warlord. Children can read about Robert Trias, known as the
"father of American karate" and Miyamoto Musashi, known as the "greatest sword fighter in history" and the author of the bestselling Book of Five Rings.
Filled with action and amazing feats of martial arts wizardry, Legends of the Martial Arts Masters will inspire readers with stories of courage, combat,
and self-discovery. Stories include: The General Fights a Bull The Great Wave The Hard Way to Find a Teacher The Three Sons The Style of No Sword A
Bully Changes His Ways The Ballad of Mu-lan Twelve Warriors of Burma Wing Chun The Eighteen Hands And many more…
An Incredible WWII Story of Survival in the Pacific
My Life in Action
Great Martial Arts Movies
Blowing the Bloody Doors Off
Meyers offers an "up-to-date, authoritative kick-butt book" detailing the best movies and where to find them. Color photos.
There is something terribly wrong with the state of exercise as we know it presently. Sales of treadmills, running shoes, gym memberships, and yoga classes are at an all-time
high, but so too are our national levels of obesity and type II diabetes. Ever since the 1960s the exercising public has been told to stretch for flexibility and to perform low-intensity
steady-state aerobic exercise for their cardiovascular systems and some form of resistance training to keep their muscles strong. With regard to diet, they have been told to
restrict or omit macronutrients such as fats and carbohydrates and lots of other advice with regard to calorie-counting. Could it be that this information, however well intended,
was mistaken? And is it really necessary to devote so much time to the pursuit? Fitness researcher and pioneer John Little has spent more than twelve years researching the
actual science underpinning our most prevalent beliefs about exercise and has come away from the enterprise convinced that we need an entirely new paradigm, one that would
involve reliance on briefer workouts. He presents this revolutionary new approach in The Time-Saver's Workout. Among the fascinating revelations presented in this book: •
Certain types of exercise can actually make you less healthy and fatter. • Taking large doses of food supplements might actually shorten your life and put you at greater risk for
disease. • Stretching to become more flexible or to recover quicker from injury has been found to do neither of these things. • Resistance training, once considered to be the weak
sister of exercise, is now looking like the best form of exercise one should engage in. The new protocols that Little exposes offer a far safer alternative for those looking to
become stronger, fitter, and healthier without spending their lives in the gym.
Jackie Chan: Inside the Dragon is the first biography of this international star. Drawn from one-on-one interviews with Chan himself and the actors, actresses, directors, and other
stuntmen who've worked with him, fans will finish this book knowing all the details behind Chan's life and films.
The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing them with
information about every style of self-defense in the world - including techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75 martial arts-oriented books
and videos including many about the works of Bruce Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
The Dark Hand
Charlie Chan: The Untold Story of the Honorable Detective and His Rendezvous with American History
Sex and Zen & A Bullet in the Head
Bruce Lee's Fighting Method
The Encyclopedia of Hong Kong Film
Hong Kong films tore up kung fu stereotypes in the 1980s/90s. This is the definitive book on stunt hazards, pistol ballets, snarky gangsters and toothsome molls,
hopping vampires, and Hong Kong noir. Start with John, Jacky and Michelle - evolve to Johnnie To, Ringo Lam, the fantastic world of Tsui Hark, and the
auteurdrome of Wong Kar-wai. How and why did films from Hong Kong - a British Crown Colony and mapspeck - become so popular? More Sex, Better Zen, Faster
Bullets explicates, amplifies, and just plain rips across genres and filmmakers in one of the world's most storied film industries.
How did Jackie Chan become one of the most recognizable and beloved actors in the world? Find out in this exciting biography of this martial artist turned
international film superstar. When Kong-sang was a young boy in Hong Kong, he enjoyed practicing martial arts with his dad but hated going to school. He was
eventually enrolled in the China Drama Academy, where he improved his martial arts skills and became a stuntman. That training led to a successful career as an
actor. Kong-sang, now known as Jackie Chan, never gave up on his passion for screwball physical comedy. Luckily for Jackie, his determination paid off. His humor
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and dangerous stuntwork in films like Cannonball Run, Rush Hour, Shanghai Noon, and Karate Kid have made him an international star, and it doesn't look like he'll
be leaving the big screen anytime soon.
After fathering a baby, a teenager moves in with his karate-loving uncle and tries to come to terms with his guilt — and find a way to forgive. This isn’t how Josh
expected to spend senior year. He thought he’d be hanging out with his best friends, Dave and Caleb, driving around, partying, just like always. But here he is, miles
from home — new school, new life, living with his Jackie-Chan-obsessed uncle, Larry, and trying to forget. But Josh can’t forget. So many things bring back
memories of last year and the night that changed everything. Every day the pain, the shame, and the just not knowing are never far from his thoughts. Why is he
such a loser? How could he have done what he did? He finds some moments of peace when he practices karate with Stella, the girl upstairs and his one real friend.
As they move together through the katas, Josh feels connected in a way he has never felt before. He wonders if they could be more than friends, but Stella’s jealous
boyfriend will make sure that doesn’t happen. And maybe it doesn’t matter. If Stella knew the truth, would she still think he was a True Karate Man? Readers first
met Josh in Jumping Off Swings which told the story of four high school students and how one pregnancy changed all of their lives. In thiscompanion book, they
follow Josh as he tries to come to terms with what happened, and find a way to forgive.
The mass-market edition of the action-film star's autobiography--a New York Times best-seller--chronicles his rise from poverty in Hong Kong to unparalleled fame,
and includes a new chapter and many photographs. Reprint.
Jackie Chan Adventures
History, Arts, Identity
Rush Hour
A Revolutionary New Fitness Plan that Dispels Myths and Optimizes Results
The Essential Guide to Hong Kong's Mind-bending Films
Looks at the life and career of the action film star, Jackie Chan.
How and why did films from Hong Kong — a former British Crown Colony and map-speck — become so popular? Post-WWII, creative freedom was scarce in Asia, but Hong Kong was a safe
space for filmmakers seeking to profit from overseas Chinese markets and Chinatowns worldwide. Both Shaw Brothers and Golden Harvest set up massive operations in Hong Kong and let
the celluloid slip. By the 1980s, Hong Kong's Sammo Hung and Jackie Chan were famous throughout Asia. Their winning formula of humour and martial arts prowess ripped through kung fu
stereotypes, while filmmakers like Tsui Hark and Ringo Lam served up fantasy, horror and noir crime dramas for rabid cinemagoing hordes in the grindhouses of Kowloon. It was a glorious
time. This book is the nonpareil true story of the Hong Kong film industry, one that doesn’t skimp on the good bits: the hyperkinetic films themselves. Included are intrepid firsthand accounts of
the culture and international fanbases to have emerged around these movies. More Sex, Better Zen, Faster Bullets contains the best bits of Sex and Zen & A Bullet in the Head (1996) and
Hollywood East (2000) — the two best known tomes on Hong Kong films of the twentieth century — revised and with the inclusion of new material. The result is the most comprehensive
encyclopedia of Hong Kong film available anywhere.
Jackie Chan: A Short Unauthorized Biography is a short unauthorized biography produced from electronic resources researched that includes significant events and career milestones. Ideal
for fans of Jackie Chan and general readers looking for a quick insight about one of today's most intriguing celebrities. This must-read short unauthorized biography chronicles: Who is Jackie
Chan Things People Have Said about Jackie ChanJackie Chan is BornGrowing Up with Jackie ChanJackie Chan Personal RelationshipsThe Rise of Jackie ChanSignificant Career
MilestonesJackie Chan Friends and FoesFun Facts About Jackie ChanHow The World Sees Jackie Chan Jackie Chan A Short Unauthorized Biography is one of the latest short unauthorized
biographies from Fame Life Bios. Check it out now!
This volume examines Hong Kong cinema in transnational, historical, and artistic contexts.
The Cinema of Hong Kong
100% Jackie Chan
Advanced Techniques
The Dark Hand, Jade's Secret Power, Sign of the Ox, Enter - The Viper
How Kung Fu Movies Swept America and Changed the World

"A sweet story spiced with cultural humor and life lessons." —Kirkus Reviews "A perennial message." —Publishers Weekly "Incorporating the Chinese belief that foods have warm
and cool characteristics, Giang's story artfully demonstrates how achieving balance results in positive outcomes." —Booklist Two very different cousins must work together to save
the day for Grandma's birthday! A gorgeous glimpse of Asian American culture in a story all kids will love. Ginger is excitable; she leaps into action, throwing herself headfirst into
any project. Chrysanthemum is cooler-headed; she likes to plan, she's organized. She makes lists Yet they are cousins, close as two beans in a pod. Planning Grandma's birthday
celebration is going to be a huge challenge. There are presents to buy, decorations to pick, and a special birthday cake to bake. How they manage it is a testament to affection
being stronger than differences.
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Jackie Chan
Ginger and Chrysanthemum
My Jackie Chan Scrap Book
More Sex, Better Zen, Faster Bullets
The Essential Companion
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